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Figure 1: An example of the semi-automatic transfer function (TF) design for Hurricane Isabel dataset. Left: subspace view navigation panel. Here each node
represents a subspace view, views from the same subspace are grouped together with the same color, and arrows connecting the nodes indicate the current
exploration path. Right: during the TF design process, we exploit relations among different parts of the data by exploring various subspace views via the navigation
panel, and further modify and refine the TF. (a)-(b) We import four subspace labels (into the PCA view in (a)) based on subspace clustering as the initial TF design,
where parts of the hurricane eye are readily visible in the volume visualization (b). (c-e) We explore the relations among different parts of the attribute space through
dynamic projections between multiple subspace views. (f-i) We further modify and refine the TF based on information we learn from the dynamic projections to
arrive at the final visualization, where a cutaway view of the volume is shown in (i) that highlights different regions of the hurricane eye. To study the attributes that
distinguish these regions, temperature and pressure profiles of the subspace view in (h) are shown in (j) and (k) respectively. See Section 5 for more details.
ABSTRACT
We propose a multivariate volume visualization framework that
tightly couples dynamic projections with a high-dimensional trans-
fer function design for interactive volume visualization. We assume
that the complex, high-dimensional data in the attribute space can
be well-represented through a collection of low-dimensional lin-
ear subspaces, and embed the data points in a variety of 2D views
created as projections onto these subspaces. Through dynamic pro-
jections, we present animated transitions between different views to
help the user navigate and explore the attribute space for effective
transfer function design. Our framework not only provides a more
intuitive understanding of the attribute space but also allows the de-
sign of the transfer function under multiple dynamic views, which is
more flexible than being restricted to a single static view of the data.
For large volumetric datasets, we maintain interactivity during the
transfer function design via intelligent sampling and scalable clus-
tering. Using examples in combustion and climate simulations, we
demonstrate how our framework can be used to visualize interesting







Multivariate volumetric datasets arise naturally from many scien-
tific applications, such as fluid dynamics, combustion and climate
simulations, where various physical measurements (e.g., tempera-
ture, pressure and velocity) or multiple chemical spices in the at-
tribute space are used to define complex features in the volumet-
ric space. With the explosive growth of such datasets, providing
fast and effective tools for their analysis and visualization becomes
increasingly challenging. For example, how do we interactively
visualize large volumes and how do we intuitively explore high-
dimensional attribute space for volume visualization? The latter
problem is particularly challenging, as it does not benefit substan-
tially from powerful hardware and instead requires fundamental al-
gorithmic advances.
One solution is to understand the interdependencies and joint
effects of multiple variables and use this information to design a
transfer function (TF) that links the attribute space with the vol-
umetric space. Direct volume rendering with scalar volume data
assigns colors and opacities to every voxel in the volume through
a 1D TF. Kniss et al. [20] extend the TF design space from 1D to
2D by adding the gradient information. However, designing high-
dimensional TFs is challenging especially in an exploratory setting,
where no specific queries or hypotheses are known. Existing TF de-
sign approaches rely on brushing techniques [5] applied on scatter-
plots [5, 25] or parallel coordinates, where the former suffers from
scalability issues and the latter suffers from visual clutters as the
data increases in size and dimension. Some recent approaches rely
on brushing operated on 2D static embeddings of the data points in
the attribute space obtained by dimension reduction [14] or graph
drawing [17], with the assumption that such embeddings provide
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relatively good structural approximations to the data. In practice,
many datasets often contain complex structures that are not easily
unraveled by a single 2D static embedding.
We present a new approach to explore large-scale multivariate
volumetric datasets by coupling an intuitive high-dimensional TF
design pipeline based on dynamic projections and subspace cluster-
ing [23], with interactive multivariate volume visualization. In our
work, we augment the subspace-based dynamic projections canvas
[23] to provide a flexible interface to explore the high-dimensional
design space of the TF. The system provides users with a variety of
2D subspace views designed to highlight certain low-dimensional
structures of the attribute space. One could infer relationships
among views by exploiting the animated transitions between them.
Such dynamic projections provide an intuitive understanding of the
attribute space by creating a multifaceted, dynamic mental map of
the data that allows for effective TF design.
In particular, our contributions include:
• We develop a set of TF design paradigms specifically tailored
to the design space based on dynamic projections. The auto-
matic TF design assigns colors based on subspace labels and
provides a coarse visualization of the volumetric data. The
semi-automatic TF design is guided by subspace labels and
allows more refined TF design by exploiting relations among
different parts of the data via animated transitions between
viewing angles. The manual TF design treats subspace labels
as latent information and exercises more freedom and flexibil-
ity in the design process.
• For large-scale volumetric datasets, we employ intelligent
subsampling and clustering strategies to arrive at an extremely
compact and meaningful representation of the data. Such a
representation allows effective exploration and visualization,
as well as maintains interactivity during the TF design process
based on dynamic projections.
Our proposed system not only provides a more intuitive understand-
ing of the attribute space, but also allows TF design on a dynamic
canvas, thereby eliminating typical drawbacks of a single static
view. A number of interactive techniques are also included as part
of the TF design tools in the dynamic canvas, including dynamic
subspace highlighting, multiple view sculpting and neighborhood
selection. Using two datasets from combustion and climate sci-
ence, we demonstrate how our approach can provide a simple and
intuitive interface for multivariate volume visualization.
2 RELATED WORKS
Since there are strong interlinks between techniques used for high-
dimensional data visualization and multivariate volume visualiza-
tion, we present related work pertinent to both topics. We focus
on previous efforts most relevant to ours, and refer the readers to
[22, 8, 13, 18] for a more comprehensive treatment.
A commonly adopted approach for understanding a high-
dimensional space is to build an informative and interpretable
low-dimensional representation for that space. Explainers are in-
troduced in [12] as user-crafted projection functions that align
with user-specified annotations. Tatu et al. [30] employ an
interestingness-guided subspace (i.e., subset of dimensions) search
algorithm and provide navigation capabilities to interactively ex-
plore these subspaces. Dimension projection matrix/tree [36]
brings new insights through exploring both the dimension reduc-
tion space and the dimension space in a cascading manner. In ad-
dition, animated transitions are utilized to enhance perception and
to gain structural intuition. The GGobi system [29] introduces the
concept of guided tour that effectively combines the grand tour [3]
and projection pursuit [11], and allows transition between a pair of
the “interesting” views. In Elmqvist’s work [10], animated transi-
tion has been introduced between a pair of views in a scatterplot
matrix to clarify the relationship among them. In our work, we
assume that the high-dimensional data in the attribute space can
be well-represented through a collection of low-dimensional linear
subspaces that are not necessarily formed by subsets of dimensions.
We use a subspace clustering algorithm to find these subspaces
and we adopt the mathematical formulation of dynamic projections
used in GGobi (detailed in Section 4) to understand the transitions
among the different subspace views.
Multivariate volume visualization is a broad area with nu-
merous previous studies. For example, techniques proposed in
[28, 16, 24, 15] focus on dimension analysis and statistical meth-
ods to transform or abstract the multi-dimensional transfer function
space. We refer the reader to [18] for an extensive survey. Here,
we focus on previous work where the high dimensionality nature of
the multivariate attribute space is directly exploited for TF design
to obtain insights from all possible “channels”. Guo et al [14] uti-
lize both parallel coordinates and dimension projection for under-
standing the attribute space. A modified dendrogram hierarchical
tree is proposed in [33] to summarize the attribute space. Instead
of considering the whole attribute space for TF design, Zhou et al.
[37] propose a design strategy based on user-selected samples in
the volumetric space for intuitive exploration. Dimension reduc-
tion approaches have been explored in several previous works, in-
cluding [7, 19]. Biswas et al. [6] consider the inter-variable (inter-
dimension) relationships and perform a hierarchical exploration of
the different variables. The work by Ja¨nicke et al. [17] is most
relevant to our work. It utilizes sampling and summarization tech-
niques to handle large volumetric data. A graph layout algorithm is
used to generate a structural-preserving 2D layout from the repre-
sentative points. The user can brush “attribute clouds” to allow effi-
cient TF design, where some interesting structures can be instantly
revealed through simple interactions. However, a single static 2D
canvas could be restrictive since only simple attribute spaces can be
represented by such a mapping. In our work, by introducing the dy-
namic projections and subspace learning, we allow a more flexible
exploration and TF design in the attribute space.
3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Scalable k-means Clustering. k-means clustering is a popular ap-
proach for data reduction by representing the data points with their
cluster centers. It is simple to implement, but its runtime can be
exponential and its locally optimal solution can be far away from
the global optimum. A common initialization strategy for k-means
is to set k randomly chosen samples as the centers. The authors in
[2] have shown that, by providing a good initialization, the theoret-
ical guarantees of k-means can be improved in both efficiency and
quality. Referred to as k-means++, this algorithm begins by select-
ing the first center uniformly at random from the data. Each of the
subsequent centers is selected based on a probability proportional
to its contribution to the overall error, given the previous selections
[2]. In effect, the initialization ensures that the clustering is rel-
atively spread out, by giving preference to those centers far away
from the previously selected centers. To handle large volumetric
data, we apply k-means++ to reduce the volume data into a man-
ageable cluster center in the parameter space for transfer function
design (see Section 4 for details). However, our method is not tied
to k-means++, or any other specific method. Any suitable cluster-
ing (e.g. k-means|| [4]) or data reduced method can be used. Even
the upper stream data reduction method such as the ”Explorable
Image”[31] can potentially be integrated into our framework.
Subspace Clustering. Subspace clustering attempts to describe
data using a collection of low-dimensional linear subspaces not nec-
essarily of uniform dimensions. A wide variety of subspace clus-
tering algorithms have been proposed in the machine learning lit-
erature [32], and methods based on spectral clustering have been
effective. The construction of the affinity matrix lies at the heart of
spectral clustering [26]. Since samples belonging to the same sub-
space share a common basis, representing each sample as a linear
combination of other data samples can reveal the underlying sub-
space structure, if one exists.
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Let us assume that the set of data samples {xi ∈ R
D}Ti=1 is
drawn from an unknown union of n ≥ 1 linear subspaces {S j}
n
j=1,
where the dimensions of the subspaces, 0 < d j < D ( j = 1, · · · ,n),
are unknown. The general model considered for reconstructing
each sample using the other data samples can be written as X ≈
XW, s.t. Wii = 0 (i = 1 · · ·T ). where the coefficient matrix
W = [wi]
T
i=1 describes the relationships between the different sam-
ples and the condition Wii = 0 ensures that a sample is not used for
its own reconstruction. In principle, this leads to a highly ill-posed
problem with several possible solutions, which calls for using an
appropriate regularization. A few popular choices for regulariza-
tion penalties on W include: (i) sparsity [9], (ii) low-rank [21], and
(iii) L2 [27]. Given W, the adjacency matrix for spectral clustering
is computed as A = |W|+ |WT |. Given the subspace segmentation,
the next step is to fit a linear model for each subspace.
A natural way to estimate the dimension and basis of a linear
subspace is to use PCA. However, using PCA for model estimation
with each subspace independently does not exploit the relationships
among the different subspaces. As a result, the model estimates
might not be very useful when two subspaces intersect, for example.
Hence, we adopt the approach proposed in [23] to perform model
estimation for each of the subspaces. For a subspace S j, we denote











s.t. UT U = I.
Here the matrix U ∈ RD×d j contains the set of basis functions,
and d j is the dimension of the subspace. The solution to this prob-
lem can be obtained using the generalized eigenvalue decomposi-
tion of X j(I−W j)
T (I−W j)X
T
j and the basis U is fixed as the
eigenvectors corresponding to the d j smallest eigenvalues. Since
the basis set of a subspace will poorly fit data from other clusters,
this procedure can effectively estimate the dimensions.
Dynamic Projections. We define dynamic projections as the ani-
mated transitions between pairs of linear projections (views) of the
data. We adopt the same mathematical formulation of the projec-
tion frame interpolation method as used in GGobi [29] but utilize
it in the subspace clustering framework. GGobi automatically con-
structs a series of transitional targets by random generation (e.g.,
the grand tour scheme) or projection pursuit [11], whereas we ob-
tain our transitional targets via subspace clustering. In addition, we
provide navigational infrastructure to guide the transitions between
different projections.
4 METHODS
Figure 2 gives an overview of our visualization pipeline. We use
dynamic projections to explore the high-dimensional attribute space
for visualizing multivariate volumetric data. Dynamic projections,
together with subspace clustering, provide a multi-view canvas for
effective TF design. Although we build upon infrastructure de-
veloped previously [23] for high-dimensional data exploration, we
have to make substantial modifications to provide TF design and
volume rendering capabilities, as well as address the scalability is-
sue when handling large volumetric data.
Our multivariate volume visualization interface consists of sev-
eral interlinked panels, as illustrated in Figure 3. The dynamic pro-
jection panel (A) allows manipulation of 2D views of the data and
enables TF design. Each subspace view in (A-1) is augmented with
a biplot (i.e. where each attribute variable is displayed as a vec-
tor and the lengths of the vector represents the coefficient with re-
spect to the basis vector of the subspace) that provides a reference
to the attribute dimensions. The volume visualization panel (B)
displays the rendering result. The subspace navigation panel (C)
allows the user to navigate among different views and control the
animated transitions between them, where each node (draw as col-
ored squares) represents a subspace view and views from the same
subspace are grouped together with the same color (the only excep-
tion is the PCA view drawn as a colored circle). As showed in the
figure, the nodes marked (a) and (b) correspond to the source and
target views displayed in (A-2) and (A-3), respectively. The data
panel (D) serves as the portal for data-centric operations such as





Figure 3: Overview of our multivariate volume visualization interface: (A) dynamic
projection panel; (B) volume visualization panel; (C) subspace navigation panel; (D)
data operation panel. (A-1) displays a chosen subspace view of the attribute space.
(A-2) and (A-3) display the source view and target view during animated transitions
between them.
4.1 Data Reduction and Subspace Clustering
A volumetric dataset is typically large in scale compare to other
point set data, but many of its data points may share similar feature
vectors in the attribute space (e.g., data points in the empty space
have feature vectors close to a constant). We exploit such feature re-
dundancy to reduce the data size and preserve its structure through
intelligent sampling and scalable clustering. Such data reduction is
also necessary to ensure real-time interactivity and smooth anima-
tions during dynamic projections due to the memory and computa-
tion constraints.
We represent the volumetric dataset with a set of carefully se-
lected points in the attribute space. First, we construct a histogram
of the data points in the attribute space based on their ℓ2-norm, and
sample a fixed percentage (e.g., 30%) of points within each discrete
interval of the histogram to ensure good coverage of the attribute
space. Second, we perform k-means++ clustering on the sampled
points, obtain the cluster centers during convergence and approx-
imate these cluster centers with their nearest neighbors within the
initial volumetric dataset. These approximated cluster centers serve
as the representatives of the entire volume and are explored and ma-
nipulated during the TF design process. The sampling operation is
optional as it ensures reasonable efficiency of the clustering algo-
rithm, in the case of a large volumetric data. The clustering is essen-
tial in bridging the gap between processing large number of points
in the volume and maintaining interactivity with a small number of
points using dynamic projections.
Given a reduced dataset, we apply subspace clustering [23] to
represent the high-dimensional attribute space as a collection of
low-dimensional linear subspaces. We estimate the dimension and
basis of each subspace. We then use these bases to define differ-
ent viewpoints, that is, we create different projections onto pairs of
basis vectors and generate a set of 2D views from each subspace.
We further explore these subspace views through dynamic projec-
tions in the next stage of the pipeline. During subspace clustering,
we assign subspace labels to the representatives (i.e., approximated
cluster centers), and associate points in the entire volume with their
corresponding (approximated) cluster centers. Color assignments
to the cluster centers then translate directly to color assignments to
all points in the volume during the TF design process.
To demonstrate the robustness of our data reduction techniques,
we compare the PCA projections of the representative points for
different sampling rates and clustering configurations. As illus-
trated in Figure 4, we show the PCA results of a hurricane simu-
lation dataset (see Section 5 for details) using a 10% sampling rate
and 1500 clusters (a)-(b) vs. a 40% sampling rate and 3000 clusters
























Figure 2: Overview of our visualization pipeline. There are three stages: (a) data reduction via sampling and k-means++ clustering; (b) subspace clustering of the reduced data; (c)
TF design through attribute space exploration based on dynamic projections.
of point distributions and the subspace clustering results closely
resemble one another. This result also shows that 1500 clusters
with 10% is sufficient in approximating the structure of the attribute
space and its subspaces.
(b)(a) (c) (d)
Figure 4: Hurricane dataset: comparing PCA results with 1500 ((a) & (c)) and 3000
clusters ((b) & (d)). (a)-(b) PCA projections of the representative points, colored by
temperature using the Spectral colormap where red indicates low and blue indicates
high values. (c)-(d) PCA projections colored by subspace labels.
4.2 Transfer Function Design
We utilized the dynamic canvas as the TF design space. Following
data reduction, we apply subspace clustering to identify clusters
that shared the same intrinsic low-dimensional subspace in order
to capture the structure of the data. In particular, for visualization
purposes, each subspace produces several 2D views of the data by
creating projections onto pairs of its basic vectors (e.g. a 3D sub-
space produces three 2D views). These views are then organized in
the view navigation panel as illustrated in Figure 3(C). We then uti-
lize dynamic projections to smoothly transition between different
views for attribute space exploration. The animated transitions be-
tween these subspace views (and between subspace views and the
PCA view) allow the user to gain an intuitive understanding of the
structure of the attribute space, for effective TF design.
We provide an illustrative example that contains a few snapshots
of such an animated transition in Figure 5 from a PCA view to an-
other subspace view, for the hurricane dataset. We observe that the
points from the blue subspace gradually separate from the rest of the
points in the other highlighted subspaces during the animated tran-
sitions, which reveals the insight that seemingly connected points
in the PCA view may in fact form separate structures.
(b)(a) (c) (d)
Figure 5: Hurricane dataset: animated transitions between its PCA view (a) and a
subspace view (d) reveal unseen structures of the attribute space compared to a single
static PCA view.
Based on the information we learn from exploring the attribute
space, we design the colormap by interacting with the points in the
dynamic projection panel in multiple subspace views to shape the
final TF. The major advantage of designing in multiple dynamic
views over a single static view is the ability to reduce errors caused
by structural illusions in a single projection. Due to the high di-
mensionality and complex nature of the attribute space, typically
there is no single projection that faithfully represents the structural
relations among its points. With multiple subspace views and the
animated transitions among them, we could start to understand how
points from different parts of the data are structurally related to one
another.
We provide two approaches for selecting points in the dynamic
projection canvas. Lasso selection is used for painting points and
sculpting the desired TF regions in multiple views. Neighborhood
selection paints a point together with its neighbors within a cho-
sen radius in the high-dimensional attribute space. As illustrated
in Figure 10, for the hurricane dataset, we can paint the points via
neighborhood selection by increasing the radius on-the-fly, and in-
teractively visualize the corresponding volumes.
Depending on how much we utilize the subspace labels associ-
ated with the representatives in the dynamic projection panel, we
provide three approaches in TF design. The automatic TF design
assigns colors based on subspace labels and gives a coarse visual-
ization of the volumetric data. This TF assignment is based on the
assumption that subspace clustering captures more structural infor-
mation compared to Euclidean distance based clustering. We en-
able subspace highlighting when dynamically transitioning from a
source view to a target view. The points in the subspace that the tar-
get view belongs to increase their opacities, whereas all other sub-
spaces increase their transparency. Such a design yields a smooth
color transition within the volume visualization during dynamic
projections.
The semi-automatic TF design is guided by subspace labels and
allows more refined TF design. We import some or all of the sub-
space labels as an initial design and then exploit relations among
different parts of the data via animated transitions among multiple
views for TF modification and refinement.
Finally, during the manual TF design, we utilize what we learn
about the attribute space through dynamic projections to manually
sculpt the colormap across multiple views. We therefore treat sub-
space labels as latent information and exercise more freedom and
flexibility in the design process.
4.3 Software Implementation and Scalability
Both sampling and k-means++ clustering are implemented in C++,
where the k-means++ implementation comes from the Mobile
Robot Programming Toolkit [1]. For the subspace clustering and
basis estimation, we use MATLAB for faster prototyping and re-
liable matrix operations. The volume visualization is built on top
of an existing high-dimensional data exploration infrastructure (us-
ing C++ and Qt) where we introduce additional modules to handle
multivariate TF design and volume rendering. Several processes
are closely related to the issue of system scalability. k-means++
as subsampling has a complexity of O(nk2) times the number of
iterations, where n is the number of data points. Subspace cluster-
ing incurs O(m2d) time and O(m2) memory to construct the affinity
matrix where m and d denote the number of samples and the data di-
mension respectively. In addition, hardware capacities limit the size
of the raw volumetric data to be rendered, as well as the number of
points that could be used to guarantee smooth animated transitions
during dynamic projections. We primarily rely on data reduction
via sampling and clustering to process large datasets. We maximize




5.1 Hyperspectral Image Dataset
As a proof-of-concept example, our first dataset comes from earth
remote sensing using a hyperspectral imaging system. Such a sys-
tem gathers and processes information collected on an image plane
from across the electromagnetic spectrum. It divides the spectrum
into a large number of wavelength ranges that go beyond what is
visible to the human eye. Our dataset has a resolution of 1924×753
with a total size of 1.2GB. It is derived from the Moffett Field
dataset, part of the AVIRIS Standard Data (freely available on-
line1). We choose a total of 206 wavelengths within the spectrum.
Therefore each location in the image corresponds to a point in the
206D space. For data reduction, we use a 50% sampling rate and
3000 clusters. Although this dataset is not volumetric, we use it to
demonstrate the usage and versatility of our system.
During subspace clustering, we arrive at a configuration with
eight 2D subspaces. Using automatic TF design (based on subspace
labels), four of these subspaces correspond to distinct regions in the
image with meaningful interpretations. As illustrated in Figure 6,
the blue subspace (c) corresponds to the body of water, the yellow
subspace (d) contains the urban environment with man-made in-
frastructures such as roads and bridges, the black subspace (e) rep-
resents certain types of buildings (e.g., airports) and the green sub-
space (f) is likely the vegetation. Such a visualization demonstrates
in principle that subspace clustering gives a crude visualization that
agrees with intuition or the prior knowledge of the data.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 6: Hyperspectral image dataset: automatic TF design. (a) Geographic image
of the Moffett Field as a reference point. (b) A subspace view with points colored by
subspace labels. (c)-(f) Volume visualizations that correspond to blue, yellow, black
and green subspaces, respectively. (g) The combined visualization based on these four
subspace labels.
With semi-automatic TF design, we obtain a more refined visu-
alization, as illustrated in Figure 7. We start by using the black sub-
space labels (a) to guide our selection of the seed point for neighbor-
hood selection that leads to the magenta area (b) that corresponds
to certain types of buildings (notice in particular the striped pattern
near a large magenta area, i.e., the airports). Then we import the
blue subspace labels (c) as they correspond to the body of water al-
most perfectly. Subsequently, we choose a point near the blue area
and perform neighborhood selection to arrive at the green region (d)
that encloses mostly vegetation. Notice the white grid-like pattern
which corresponds to unexplored region with man-made infrastruc-
tures. Finally, we perform neighborhood selection in the projection
view seeded from an unlabeled point and arrive at the final yellow
region (e) that highlights other types of buildings in the image.
5.2 Hurricane Isabel Dataset
This dataset originates from a simulation of a hurricane (in par-
ticular, Hurricane Isabel from September 2003) from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research in the United States 2. It has a
resolution of 500× 500× 100 (600 MB), which corresponds to a
physical scale of 2139km (east-west) × 2004km (north-south) ×
19.8km (vertical). To form our multivariate testing data, we map





(b) (c) (d) (e)(a)
Figure 7: Hyperspectral image dataset: semi-automatic TF design. (a)We use the black
subspace labels to guide our TF design for the magenta area in (b) via neighborhood
selection. (c) We import the blue subspace labels without modifications. (d)-(e) We
refine the TF further via neighborhood selections.
been used in [14]) by choosing six scalar variables in the simula-
tion including: cloud (cloud moisture mixing ratio), precipitation
(total precipitation mixing ratio), vapor (water vapor mixing ratio),
temperature, pressure and wind speed. For data reduction, we use a
30% sampling rate and 3000 clusters.
Subspace clustering gives an initial configuration with eight sub-
spaces, which include four 2D subspaces (blue, dark green, black
and purple), three 3D subspaces (orange, brown and red) and one
4D subspace (grass green). Such a configuration corresponds di-
rectly to an automatic TF design, as illustrated in Figure 8, where
the PCA views of the attribute space colored by both subspace la-
bels as well as temperature are also included. The blue subspace is
shown to contain points with minimum temperature, and the sepa-
ration between the red and the purple subspaces seems to be aligned
with the difference between their temperature profiles.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Hurricane dataset: automatic TF design based on all subspace labels. The
PCA views of the attribute space are colored by (a) subspace labels and (b) tempera-
ture. Here we use the “spectral” colormap where red means low and blue means high
temperature. The corresponding volume visualization is shown in (c).
Via dynamic projections, we highlight each subspace when it
transitions into its corresponding views and correspondingly, we
observe a dynamically varying TF in the volume visualization,
highlighting different features captured by each subspace (see sup-
plementary video). In Figure 9, we start from the blue subspace and
then dynamically transition to the dark green, brown, red, black,
purple, orange and finally grass green subspaces. Based on such
subspace exploration, we see that sporadic spiral-like features are
visible in the brown subspace, which corresponds to a low vapor
region, indicated by the direction of the qvapor variable axis in the
biplot. On the other hand, the red subspace has relatively high va-
por based on the biplot. In addition, the red, orange and green sub-
spaces all cover some parts of the hurricane eye.
Now we proceed with semi-automatic TF design, where we uti-
lize the existing subspace classifications and the dynamic tran-
sitions between different views to better understand the high-
dimensional attribute space (see supplementary video). As illus-
trated in Figure 1, starting from the PCA view in (a), we notice that
the orange, green, brown and blue subspaces are intermingled with
one another. We now import these four subspaces to get an initial
TF shown via the volume visualization panel in (b). During dy-
namic projection, when transitioning from the PCA view to a brown
subspace view in (c), we observe that the blue cluster becomes sep-
39










Figure 9: Hurricane dataset: automatic TF design. We illustrate a dynamically varying TF in the volume visualization using subspace highlighting. The subspace view navigation
panel is showed on the left. Arrows connecting the nodes indicate the current exploration path, which transitions from selected subspace views (a) to (h).
arated from the rest of the points, whereas the other three clusters
remain mixed (the snapshots of such an animation are shown in Fig-
ure 5). This result demonstrates the effectiveness of our subspace
clustering in identifying distinct substructures. We further explore
the relations among these four subspaces via animated transitions in
dynamic projections. When transitioning between two orange sub-
space views (d) and (e), we notice a distinctive spike-like structure
pointing towards the opposite direction of the pressure axis in the
biplot in (g). By painting such a protruding triangular area with red
in (f), we locate a region in (g) that contains the hurricane eye.
We further examine the biplot axes in (f) and notice that the pres-
sure and the wind speed axes point away from the red region, which
indicates that the red region has low pressure and low wind speed.
Furthermore, the temperature is another dominant axis in this sub-
space view. To further explore the internal structure of the hurricane
eye, we divide the area into four parts colored by red, yellow, cyan
and magenta in (h). Based on the cutaway view in (j), we see that
the cyan area corresponds to the center of the hurricane eye and the
magenta, yellow and red areas form its outer layers. Based on the
relative positions of these four areas and the biplot in (h), together
with the temperature (j) and pressure (k) profiles, we conclude that
the red area and yellow areas have higher pressure whereas the ma-
genta and yellow areas have higher temperature, when compared
with the cyan area.
Figure 10: Hurricane dataset: we showcase neighborhood selection during the TF
design as we increase the neighborhood radius from left to right.
Besides TF design using Lasso selection, we demonstrate the ef-
fect of high-dimensional neighborhood selection. As illustrated in
Figure 10, starting from an initial seed point, we gradually increase
the size of its neighborhood in the high-dimensional attribute space
and generate a dynamic TF interactively, revealing interesting struc-
tures in the volume visualization.
Finally we give an example of manual TF design with only
Lasso selections, as illustrated in Figure 11. Via dynamic projec-
tions, Lasso selections allow “sculpting” in multiple views of the
data during the design process, which touches regions in the high-
dimensional space not necessarily reachable by a single static 2D
view. We start with the PCA view of the data within the dynamic
projection panel, by painting with green along a stratified set in (a),
which does not correspond to any identifiable structure in the vol-
ume visualization. By transitioning between multiple views across
different subspaces, we identify that the rightmost green area in
(b) (roughly enclosed by the black circle) appears to reside in a
very different subspace than the rest of the green points. Remov-
ing these points (c) results in a void surrounding the hurricane eye
(not shown in the figure). The remaining green points split into
two clusters when transitioning to a third subspace view (d), and
further “sculpting” by removing the small green cluster (enclosed
by the black circle in (d)) leads to the visualization in (e) where
the emptiness surrounding the hurricane eye becomes readily visi-
ble. Subsequently we perform Lasso selection in different regions
of the attribute space and arrive at a visualization that highlights the
hurricane eye across multiple layers along the polar axis.
5.3 Ionization Front Instability Simulation Dataset
This data is from an ionization front instability simulation3 [34, 35].
Scientists are interested in understanding the formation of galaxies,
in particular, the effect of ”shadow instabilities”, where radiation
ionization fronts scatter around the primordial gas. The dataset con-
tains eight chemical species including H+2 , H2, H
−, He2+, He+,
He, H+ and H, as well as a few attributes that measure physical
properties, including particle density, temperature and the curl cal-
culated from the simulated velocity field. It has a resolution of
600× 248× 248 (1.6GB), and each location is mapped to a 11D
attribute space. For data reduction, we use 25% sampling rate and
3000 clusters.
Such a dataset can be described with seven 2D and one 3D sub-
spaces, via subspace clustering. We start our visual exploration
with the automatic TF design, as illustrated in Figure 12. During
dynamic projections, we notice the transformation angles between
pairs of subspaces are generally small and no drastic deformation
of point cloud exists within most transitions. These transitions indi-
cates a high-level of similarities among the basis vectors describing
each subspace. The point cloud in most views forms eclipsed moon
like structures and spreads along certain dominant directions. Such
a directional pattern is most visible for the red subspace in (a) where
the point cloud is elongated into a stick-like structure.
(b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
(a)
Figure 12: Ionization dataset: automatic TF design. (a)-(h) When we transition be-
tween views from different subspaces, we illustrate a dynamically varying TF in the
volume visualization using subspace highlighting.
To further explore such a directional pattern, we proceed with a
manual TF design by assigning different colors parallel to the dom-
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(f) (g) (h) (i)
Figure 11: Hurricane dataset: manual TF design where we create the TF in multiple views to fully exploit the advantage of a dynamic canvas. (a) Initial design with Lasso selection
in the PCA view. (b)-(e) Further sculpting of the TF by removing subsets of green points based on information obtained through dynamic projections. (f)-(i) Performing Lasso
selections in different regions of the attribute space for further TF design and refinement.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 13: Ionization dataset: first example of a manual TF design. By coloring the attribute space along the dominant direction, we reveal the layered structure within the ionization
front. (a) We assign different colors parallel to the dominating direction of the projection. (b-c) We transition to a different subspace view that expands the design region with further
TF modifications. We showcase the zoomed-in volume visualizations to highlight their fine details. The final visualization is shown in (d). (e)-(f) The relative positions among groups
of points with the same color remain consistent most of the time during animated transitions among multiple views.
We then transition to a different subspace view in (b)-(c), proceed
further with the TF design and showcase the zoomed-in volume
visualization. When transitioning among different subspace views
in (e)-(f), we can see that the relative positions among groups of
points with the same color remain consistent most of the time. Such
an observation further validates the simplistic nature of the attribute
space for our dataset. In addition to mostly linear transitions among
2D subspace views (in (e)) during the dynamic projections, we ob-
serve certain twists and turns among animated transitions between
views in the 3D subspace in (f) (see supplementary video), which
provide additional structural understanding of the attribute space.
The final volume visualization result in (d) displays the layered
structure of the ionization front, where the orange outer layer is
followed by inner layers in purple, cyan, blue, green, red and yel-
low, respectively. This pattern is consistent with the colormap we
choose along the dominant direction.
Finally, we experiment with manual TF design that is mostly or-
thogonal to the dominant direction. In Figure 14(a), we start from
the top left corner of the embedding, perform neighborhood selec-
tion with a small radius and obtain a colormap for a red strip of
points. Its corresponding volume visualization (second row) shows
the inner bottom structure of the ionization front. We then assign
green color based on neighborhood selection on an area opposite
to the red area in the embedding in (b). Its corresponding volume
visualization highlights the outer profile of the ionization front. We
then transition to a different subspace view in (c) where the uncol-
ored points are more spread out, and add a blue region that sits at
the middle section of the ionization front. Similarly we add cyan
(d), magenta (e), yellow (f) and grass green (g) which enrich the
profile of the ionization front. For example, the magenta region
corresponds to the button of the ionization front, whereas yellow
and blue highlight more of the middle section. Via neighborhood
selection, we manage to select regions with coherent structures in
the high-dimensional space. Compared to the previous TF design
in Figure 13 that describes inner and outer layers of the ionization
front, this new TF in (g) highlights different parts of the ionization
front more or less along the vertical axis.
As a final note, our TF design for all datasets is carried out on
a desktop machine equipped with an Intel Core i5 2.6GHz CPU, a
NVIDIA GTX570 GPU and 8GB of memory. For the preprocess-
ing, the running time for sampling from the volume is negligible
and k-means++ takes between 30 minutes to 3 hours depending on
the size of the data and the rate of convergence. Subspace cluster-
ing and basis estimation running on MATLAB take less than 5 min-
utes. For interactive volume rendering, we could achieve at least 15
frames per second with an appropriate voxel sampling rate.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We propose a novel paradigm for visualizing multivariate volume
data by introducing a dynamic canvas for TF design. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method and illustrate how we can uti-
lize subspace clustering and dynamic projections to understand the
attribute space better and to effectively design colormaps in such a
complex space.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 14: Ionization dataset: second example of a manual TF design. (a)-(f) We design the TF through neighborhood selections by positioning the seed points orthogonal to the
dominant direction. (g) Our TF design distinguishes mostly vertical regions of the ionization front in the final visualization.
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